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The SELEX method of in vitro selection was used to isolate RNAs that bind the RB69 RegA translational repressor protein immobilized
on Ni-NTA agarose. After five rounds of SELEX, the pool of selected RNA displayed striking sequence uniformity:
UAAUAAUAAUAAUA was clearly enriched in the 14 nucleotides that underwent selection. Individual, cloned molecules displayed a
repeating (UAA) sequence, with only two RNAs having a 3V AUG. Removing the 3V AUG slightly reduced binding in gel shift assays,
moving the AUG 5V proximal of the (UAA) slightly improved binding, but (UAA)4 alone still bound the purified protein. Dissociation
constants showed that RNA shortened to (UAA)3 and (UAA)2 also retained binding, whereas cytosine clearly prevented binding by RB69
RegA. Scanning of RB69 gene starts and ends with an RB69 RegA SELEX information weight matrix yielded 21 sequences as potential
RegA sites. One site, on the mRNA for the pentameric (4:1) phage gp44/62 DNA polymerase clamp loader complex, has the RB69 gene 44
stop codon and 3V-adjacent gene 62 initiation codon in a sequence (GAAAUAAUAUG) that is similar to in vitro selected RNA and was
shown to bind RB69 RegA. Sequences between the Shine–Dalgarno and initiation codon, which frequently contain a UAA stop codon of a
5V-adjacent gene, appear to be preferred RB69 RegA binding sites.
D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Protein-mediated translational repression is an important
regulatory mechanism in prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Gold,
1988; Okabe et al., 2001). Bacteriophage T4 encodes three
translational repressors: the single-stranded DNA binding
protein (gp32), the DNA polymerase (gp43), and RegA
(Miller et al., 1994). Gp32 and gp43 regulate their own
translation by binding to a pseudoknot structure or a simple
hairpin, respectively, contained in the translation initiation
region (TIR) of their mRNA (Andrake and Karam, 1991;
McPheeters et al., 1988; Tuerk and Gold, 1990). As for most0042-6822/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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important component of the target site for unambiguous
binding and repression of their target mRNAs.
T4 RegA is an unusual translational repressor. It
represses translation of several different phage mRNAs,
including its own (Miller et al., 1994; Winter et al., 1987).
Several studies have focused on the specificity determinants
in the RegA/RNA interaction. A striking feature of RegA
binding sites on RNA is the unusual absence of secondary
structure. The TIRs at RegA binding sites are AU-rich. An
RNA structure study revealed that one of the binding sites
(T4 44 RNA) is single-stranded, with a 2V-endo conforma-
tion of the ribose that is more characteristic of B-form DNA
than of A-form RNA (Szewczak et al., 1991). Comparing
the TIR regions recognized by RegA with all T4 transcripts
fails to show a marked difference between the two sets of
RNA.
Systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrich-
ment (SELEX) is an in vitro selection method used to obtain005) 26–36
Table 1
SELEX conditions using immobilized RB69 RegA-His6
Rounda pmol
RNA
pmol
RegA-His6
[NaCl]
wash (mM)
Elution Preselection
1 40 2 250 phenol/
CHCl3
+
2 40 2 250 phenol/
CHCl3
+
3 40 1 250 phenol/ 
T.R. Dean et al. / Virology 336 (2005) 26–36 27RNA or DNA that has interesting binding or catalytic
properties (Ellington and Szostak, 1990; Tuerk and Gold,
1990; reviewed in Gold et al., 1995). T4 RegA protein was
previously used as an RNA SELEX target to reveal bases
required for RegA binding in the absence of sequence
requirements for ribosome binding (Brown et al., 1997).
The SELEX experiments confirmed that T4 RegA recog-
nizes RNA in a sequence-dependent manner and does not
rely on RNA structure. The reported bconsensusQ sequence,
5V-AAAAUUGUUAUGUAA-3U (Brown et al., 1997), again
showed that T4 RegA binds AUG flanked by AU-rich
bases. The crystal structure of the T4 protein has been
solved (Kang et al., 1995), and mutation analyses (Webster
et al., 1992) reveal that specific RNA site recognition is
mediated through a unique RNA-binding domain defined by
an N-terminal helix region (Gordon et al., 1999; Jozwik and
Miller, 1992) within a structural binding bpocketQ (Gordon
et al., 1999).
Bacteriophage RB69 is a T4-related phage whose genes
complement defects in some T4 genes (Russell and Huskey,
1974). RB69 encodes a RegA protein that is composed of
122 amino acids and is 78% identical to T4 RegA (Jozwik
and Miller, 1992). RB69 RegA can bind and translationally
repress T4 mRNAs, including gene 44, 45, and rpbA, but
does so with different affinities for the respective RNAs
(Jozwik, 2000; Jozwik and Miller, 1992; Sengupta et al.,
2001). Thus, RB69 RegA provides a useful homolog of the
T4 protein for studying RNA binding and translational
regulation.
RB69 RegA SELEX experiments were carried-out using
immobilized RB69 RegA protein and a pool of RNA
randomized at 14 positions. After 5 rounds of selection, all
of the selected sequences were AU-rich. The preponderance
of UAA in the selected RNAs is consistent with naturally
occurring sites and distinguishes the SELEX binding sites of
T4 and RB69 RegA. The results show that RB69 RegA binds
UAA RNA where an AUG only slightly enhances the
protein’s affinity. SELEX-generated RNAs were used to
create a sequence logo (Schneider, 1996) which when
bscannedQ through the RB69 genome located other potential
RB69 RegA binding sites. A role for RB69 RegA is proposed
in which the protein binds RNA in a mode that occurs
between the SD and AUG, where stop (UAA) codons are
often only a few nucleotides removed from the start of the 3V
gene of an adjacent gene pair (e.g., mRNA for the DNA
polymerase 44/62 clamp loader complex). Repression and
coordinate translational regulation can be effected.CHCl3
4 40 1 250 phenol/
CHCl3

5 40 1 250 phenol/
CHCl3

a SLXN14 RNA (40 pmol; preselected over Ni-NTA in rounds 1 and 2)
was applied to RB69 RegA-His6 (1 or 2 pmol) bound to Ni-NTA.
Complexes were washed in binding buffer containing 250 mM NaCl to
remove unbound RNA. Bound RNA was extracted from the matrix with
phenol/chloroform followed by ethanol precipitation.Results
Conditions for selecting RB69 RegA RNA binding sites
In vitro selection (SELEX) was undertaken to identify
high-affinity RNA binding sites of the phage RB69 RegA
protein. Because many of the shorter, biologically relevantRNA sequences (e.g., the gene 44 RNA) bound by RegA
are 9–12 nucleotides, a randomized region of 14 consec-
utive bases was used. At 414, approximately 3  108
different RNAs are theoretically possible. Since 15 pmol of
the initial SLXN14 template was converted to dsDNA for
transcription, at least 104 over-representation of each
sequence was achieved in the dsDNA. Using 40 pmol of
RNA transcript, 103-fold excess of the different RNAs was
present during the first binding reaction with RegA. The
relatively short randomized region limits the structural
diversity in the pool. However, structure has not appeared
relevant for RegA (Brown et al., 1997; Szewczak et al.,
1991) and the shorter random region should reduce the
number of rounds needed to select high-affinity RNAs.
To partition complexes, RegA-His6, previously shown to
bind T4 44 RNA (Allen and Miller, 1999), was immobilized
on agarose. At the start of the first two rounds, RNA was
subjected to negative pre-selection by incubation on Ni-
NTA agarose alone to remove potential matrix-binding
RNAs. RB69 RegA-His6 (2 pmol) immobilized on Ni-NTA
agarose was used for RNA selection. In rounds 3–5, the
amount of immobilized RB69 RegA-His6 was reduced to 1
pmol (RNA/RegA ratio of 40:1) to increase the stringency
in the binding reaction. To further increase the selection
stringency and reduce the number of rounds, 250 mM NaCl
was used in the column wash buffer, which is the threshold
ionic condition at which RegA remains bound to polyU
(Jozwik, 2000; Miller et al., 1985). Overall, SELEX
parameters (Table 1) were used to enhance selection
efficiency, while reducing the number of cycles needed to
obtain high-affinity RB69 RegA binding sites.
The selected RNA pool displays a repeating UAA sequence
The progress of selection and the diversity of the
RNA pool were evaluated by sequencing a portion of the
dsDNA (RT-PCR product) following the fifth round of
SELEX. Fig. 1 shows the sequence of the template pool
Fig. 1. Sequence of SELEX N14 DNA pools. Sequencing reactions on
SLXN14 DNA at the start of round one (A), and following selection
through round five (B). The trace in panel A indicates that C residues (blue
stipple) had a slightly higher prevalence than A (green dot), G (orange
dash-dot), or T (red solid) in the starting template. In panel B, the paucity of
C residues and the prevalence of alternating A and T residues are apparent.
Table 2
Cloned and aligned sequences after five rounds of SELEX
Clone
UAA-containing
SA5-1 aAUAAUAAUAAUAAUg
SA5-2 aAUAAUAAUAAUAAUg
SA5-4 aAAAUAAUAAUAAAAg
SA5-5 aAAAUAAUAAUAAAAg
SA5-6 aAGAAUAAUAAUAAGa
SA5-7 aUAAUAAUUAUAAGAa
SA5-9 aAAGAAUAAUAGUAGg
SA5-13 aUAAUAAUAAUAAUAc
SA5-17 aUAAUAAUAAGAAUAa
SA5-19 aGAAUAAUAAUAAGAg
SA5-20 aUAAUAAUAAUAAGAg
UAA + C-containing
SA5-3 aAAACAAUAACAAUAa
SA5-8 aUGAUAAUAACAAUAg
SA5-10 aUAAUAAUAACAAUAg
SA5-11 aUAAUAAGAACAAUAg
SA5-14 aCAAUAAUAAUAAUAg
SA5-16 aGAAUAAGAAUAACAa
SA5-21 aAUAAGAACAAUAGGc
RB69con aUAAUAAUAAUAAUAg
The 14 nucleotide randomized region plus one nucleotide from the 5V and 3V
fixed regions (lower case) were aligned. Sequences have been divided into
two distinct groups, UAA and UAA + C sequences. The UAA repeat
present in most RNAs appears in the RB69 bconsensusQ. Tested UAA
sequences (e.g., SA5-1) bind RB69 RegA, whereas UAA + C sequences
(SAB-3, SA5-10) do not bind.
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tation of Cs) and that of the pool selected for binding to
RegA-His6 after five rounds. A reduction in the random-
ization of the N14 region was seen. A clear pattern of
repeating (UAA) is evident in the selected RNA pool.
Therefore, the dsDNA at the end of round five was
cloned and the nucleotide sequence of independent inserts
determined.
Sequences of individual selected RNAs
Within the 14-base variable region of the selected RNAs,
a highly similar sequence was identified in each of the
eighteen clones analyzed. As shown in Table 2, the
sequences can be divided into two separate groups, those
that consist of UAA and those that contain UAA + C.
The sequence 5V-UAAUAAUAA-3Vwas present in eleven of
the eighteen RNAs. Sequences 5V-UAAUAAUUAUAA-3V
(SA5-7) and 5V-ACAAUAACAAUAA-3V (SA5-3) each
appeared once, varying only at the underlined positions.
Variation was also observed in a few 3V fixed positions
where, during SELEX, PCR appeared to have caused base
substitutions. A 3V-terminal AUG only occurred twice
(clones SA5-1 and SA5-2). Like the TIRs repressed by
RegA and the RB69 genome, the selected RNAs are overall
AU-rich. UAA is present in all selected RNAs, yet an AUG
is not a prominent feature of the pool or of the individual
RNAs sequenced. Indeed, a bconsensusQ sequence(RB69con; 5V-UAAUAAUAAUAAUA-3V; Table 2) is var-
iable in the 3V-terminal bases and lacks an AUG. Although
an AUG in the recognition site has been shown to be relevant
for RNA binding by T4 RegA (Karam et al., 1981; Miller et
al., 1987; Unnithan et al., 1990; Webster et al., 1989; Winter
et al., 1987), in the context of in vitro selection, UAA
emerged as the prominent feature for RB69 RegA.
Purified RB69 RegA binds phage and SELEX RNAs in gel
shift assays
Gel mobility shift assays were standardized on three
naturally occurring RNA sequences and one mutant
derivative RNA. RB69 44, T4 44, and T4 44-C (G Y C
substitutions eliminating the two AUGs in T4 44) RNAs
were used with purified RB69 RegA protein lacking the
His6 terminal extension. To survey binding, excess protein
(1.5 AM) was used in the gel shift assays, with an RNA
concentration of 115 nM. Under the conditions used,
purified RB69 RegA protein bound and shifted both
RB69 and T4 44 RNA, whereas the mutant 44-C RNA
showed no shift (Fig. 2A). RegA proteins from T4 (Winter
et al., 1987) and RB69 (Sengupta et al., 2001) are also
known to bind their own mRNAs at autogenous control sites
that overlap the regA translation initiation region. RB69
regA-78 RNA, which consisted of 78 bases previously
shown to be protected by RB69 RegA protein in nuclease
protection assays (Jozwik, 2000), was also bound and
Fig. 2. Survey RNA shift analysis of RB69 RegA binding to various RNAs.
(A) Purified RB69 RegA protein used in the binding assays was run on
12.5% SDS–PAGE. All other lanes are RNAs in binding reactions with
excess (1.5 AM) RB69 RegA protein, followed by electrophoresis on 12%
nondenaturing gels (see Materials and methods). RB69 44 and T4 44 RNAs
are natural RegA binding sites; T4 44-C is the T4 44 RNA with the Gs of
two internal AUG triplets substituted with C. (B) As above, except SA5-1,
SA5-3, and RB69con RNAs are selected full-length, 62 base RNAs
containing the transcribed 5V and 3V fixed regions. T4con is an 18-base
consensus RNA selected in published experiments with T4 RegA (Brown et
al., 1997). (C) Mutated versions of SA5-1 RNA that are 19 bases long with
the region shown, one or two bases from the 3V fixed region, and three 5VGs
used in T7 transcription. rs, relative bound/unbound RNA as determined by
quantitative phosphorimaging of each lane shown.
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measurements below).
Three sequences were initially chosen as representative
for analysis of SELEX RNAs. Each of these contained the
repeat UAA sequence, with one having a 3V AUG (SA5-1),
one having a 3V AGA (SA5-7), while the third was a
modified bconsensusQ sequence (RB69con) consisting of
AAAA(UAA)3UAG and flanking nucleotides. When tran-
scribed, the selected RNAs were 61 bases long, including 5V
and 3V fixed regions used during the SELEX procedure.
Purified RB69 RegA generated a shift with SA5-1 RNA that
was comparable to the shift with biological RB69 44 RNA.
RB69con RNA gave a similar shift (Fig. 2B). There was no
apparent shift of the SA5-7 RNA (data not shown). SA5-7
contains a bUUAQ within the selected region and lacks anAUG at any position in the RNA. Compared to the RB69
and the T4 44 RNAs, SA5-1 and RB69con shifted equally
well with excess purified RB69 RegA.
To determine whether the flanking fixed regions con-
tributed to RegA binding, the selected RNAs were truncated
5V and 3V to yield 19–20 base RNAs. SA5-1 RNA was
truncated to the 14-base random region plus 2 bases from
the 3V fixed region that also displayed sequence variation.
Because DNA templates and T7 RNA polymerase were
used to produce the labeled RNA, three Gs were included at
the 5V end to enhance transcription efficiency. The length of
the truncated SA5-1 [(UAA)4-AUG3V] RNA was 19 bases.
Thus, (UAA)4-AUG3V RNA showed a significant band shift
with RB69 RegA (Fig. 2C and Table 3).
Variants of the (UAA)4-AUG3V RNAwere constructed to
evaluate the relevance of specific bases for RegA binding.
To determine whether the position of an AUG was
important, RNA was synthesized to position the AUG 5V
of the (UAA) region. Under the conditions used, 5VAUG-
(UAA)3 showed the maximum gel shift of selection-related
RNAs (Fig. 2C; see quantitative measurements below).
(UAA)4-AUG3V RNA was also changed at the terminal
AUG to AAG [(UAA)4-AAG3V] and AUC [(UAA)4-
AUC3V]. These RNAs also showed approximately half the
affinity as that of RB69 44 RNA (see [(UAA)4-AAG3V]
Kdapp value in Table 3 below). To evaluate requirements
for the length of (UAA) on RegA binding, RNAs were
prepared with shorter intervals, flanked 5V and 3V by A
residues. RB69 RegA bound RNAs (UAA)3 and (UAA)2
with approximately half the affinity of that for RB69 44
RNA (see section below, Fig. 3C and Table 3).
RB69 RegA binds the consensus T4 RegA-selected RNA
RNA was previously selected that binds T4 RegA
(Brown et al., 1997); in that approach, nitrocellulose filters
were used to partition bound from unbound RNA during
SELEX. The T4-selected consensus RNA is AU-rich,
contains one UAA sequence, and has an AUG proximal
to the 3V end (Table 3). The T4 RegA SELEX consensus
RNA, with 5V-terminal G residues (T4con; 5V-GGGAAAA-
UUGUUAUGUAA-3V), was evaluated for binding RB69
RegA. The T4 SELEX consensus sequence RNAwas bound
and shifted by RB69 RegA (Fig. 2B), but based on
quantitative phosphorimaging (data not shown), it had a
lower affinity than the RB69con RNA. Quantitative Kdapp
analysis of the RB69 RegA-selected RNAs is provided
below.
C residues diminish RB69 RegA binding
The affect of Cs in the selected RNAs on binding RB69
RegA was evaluated using the selected SA5-3 and SA5-10
RNA sequences in truncated form (Fig. 2B). SA5-3 RNA
contains two Cs where U is found in the other sequences
and SA5-10 contains 5V-AACAAUA-3V which was found 4
Table 3
Kdapp values for RB69 RegA on defined RNAs
Name RNA sequence Kdapp (M)
T4 44 gggAAUGAGGAAAUUAUGAUUAC 1.60  108
RB69 44 gggAAUGAGGAAAAUUACAUGAUUAC 1.22  107
RB69 regA-78 ggGCAUUGGAAUGGUAAAAAUGAUUGAAAUUAAAUUGAAGAACCCUGAAGAUUUUCUGAAA 1.65  107
UAA3 gggAAAAUAAUAAUAAA 2.81  107
(UAA)4-AUG3V gggAAUAAUAAUAAUAAUG 2.95  107
(UAA)4-AAG3V gggAAUAAUAAUAAUAAAG 3.37  107
5VAUG-(UAA)3 gggAUGAAUAAUAAUAAUA 3.50  107
RB69 62 gggAAAUAAUAUGAAA 4.37  107
Apparent Kd values (Kdapp), defined as [RegA] at 0.5 fraction of RNA bound, were determined as described in Materials and methods. Complete RNA
sequences are shown. Lower case 5V g residues were added for enhancing in vitro transcription by T7 RNA polymerase.
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SA5-11). Neither SA5-3 nor SA5-10 RNA displayed an
affinity for RB69 RegA in the gel shift assay (Table 2 and
Fig. 2B). Additional rounds of SELEX may have eliminatedFig. 3. Kdapp determination of RB69 RegA–RNA interactions. (A–E) The binding
of protein concentrations. (F) Bjerrum plots (Carey, 1991) were produced and disso
RNA sequences are shown in Table 3. RB69 62 RNA is similar to the (UAA)2AUGthese RNAs from the selected pool. Together with the data
on mutant T4 44-C RNA (see above), C’s, whether they are
substituted in the AUG or in the selected AU rich region,
diminish RegA affinity for RNA.of RB69 RegA to each RNAwas evaluated in gel shift assays over a range
ciation constants (Kdapp) calculated as described in Materials and methods.
RNA and was identified in logo matrix scan of the RB69 genome (Fig. 4).
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RNAs
Apparent Kd values (Kdapp) were determined for three
biological RNAs using varying concentrations of purified
RB69 RegA, 32P-labeled RNA, and Bjerrum plots of gel
mobility shift assays (Fig. 3 and Table 3). RB69 44 RNA
generated a Kdapp of 122 nM, while T4 44 RNA produced
a higher affinity at 16 nM. A similar higher affinity of RB69
RegA protein for the T4 44 RNA over the RB69 44 RNA
was previously reported (Sengupta et al., 2001). Note that
RB69 44 RNA contains a C residue in the 3V region that is
absent in T4 44 RNA, which likely lowers the protein’s
affinity for this RNA. The RB69 regA-78 site produced a
Kdapp of 165 nM, an affinity that might be enhanced by
RegA–RegA interactions on this longer RNA (Jozwik,
2000). A shorter, 28-base RB69 regA RNA gave no
observable shift with RB69 RegA, possibly reflecting
diminished cooperative interactions that appear to occur
on some mRNAs (Jozwik, 2000; Webster and Spicer, 1990).
The binding curve of RB69 RegA with (UAA)4-AUG3V
RNA yielded a Kdapp of 295 nM. Variants changing the 3V
AUG to AAG [(UAA)4-AAG3V] gave a protein-dependentFig. 4. SELEX sequence logo and scan of the RB69 genome. (A) Logo of the sel
(0.68 bits) of Rs for the aligned sites is shown; the I-beam on each stack represent
frequency at each position, with the most abundant on top. The 0 coordinate is the
(B) Aligned sequences obtained from the program scan that matched the Riw(b,l)
annotated RB69 genome (GenBank AY303349). Sequences containing C betwe
efficiency; cytosines outside this region are shown in lower case. Sequences a
corresponds to the 0 position (top bar) in the alignment. The second column
corresponds to the likely expression polarity of most genes. Underlined bases are s
genes adjacent to the coordinate and sequence shown, or if the site is just inside
transcribed genes 4 and 53. (C) Logo of the sequences aligned at the 0 positionbinding curve with a Kdapp of 337 nM and (UAA)3 RNA
generated a Kdapp of 281 nM. Moving the AUG to the 5V
end of the RNA [5VAUG-(UAA)3] resulted in a Kdapp of
350 nM.
Logo and RB69 genome scan analysis
A sequence logo (Schneider, 1996) was generated using
the aligned sequences obtained by SELEX (Fig. 4A). The
average information content (Rsequence or Rs) of the 11
sequences in the logo is 19.4 bits. An individual information
weight matrix, Riw(b,l), from the logo sequences was then
produced and used to scan (Schneider, 1997) the predicted
mRNAs of gene start and end regions from the RB69
genome (GenBank accession AY303349). Since 19.4 bits
exceeds the predicted information content for multiple
RegA sites on RB69 mRNA (Rfrequency, estimated to be 12
bits) and RegA binding sites are not highly conserved, the
threshold individual information content (Ri) for individual
RB69 sequences matching the weight matrix in the scan
analysis was lowered. Sequences that contained cytosine in
the central 13 bases were excluded, since C prevents or
reduces RegA binding. One such analysis is shown in Figs.ected UAA-containing sequences shown in Table 2. The standard deviation
s one SD based on the sample size. Letter height is proportional to the base
center base around which the alignment was optimized (Schneider, 1996).
weight matrix within 50 bases on both sides of stop and start codons in the
en coordinate 7 and +7 were removed, since C reduces RegA binding
re labeled by the base coordinate in the GenBank file (left column) that
denotes the strand (+, deposited; , complement) in GenBank and also
tart or stop codons in the regions shown. The far right column lists the 5V/3V
the gene as annotated. The sequence at 80654 is between the divergently
as shown in B, with features as described in A.
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occur at annotated gene starts (within 50 bases of either
side). The individual information content range is 10.82 bits
(coordinate 77647) to 20.89 bits (coordinate 67585). Several
instances of nearby translation stop codons were noted in
the aligned sites. If transcription of the RB69 genome is
overall similar to that of T4, then 19 of the sites are likely on
early transcripts ( strand) and 2 are on late mRNAs
(+ strand). Similarities between the logo for the RB69
genome scan sequences (Fig. 4C) and the SELEX logo (Fig.
4A) are evident, with the lower average information content
(Rs = 13.53 bits) of the biological sequences reflecting their
greater sequence diversity. Using a similar scan analysis of
gene end regions, 28 sites were identified having an average
Rs value of 13.4 bits and a logo similar to the one in Fig.
4C, but with more diversity in the 3V region (data not
shown). Nine of the sites were common to both sets of
sequences.
Several RB69 sequences identified and shown in Fig. 4B
are closely related to the RNAs obtained by SELEX and are
similar to each other. These include RNAs from the goF-
39.2, sp, 44-62, rpbA, e.6, and 21 regions, and often
include the stop and start codons of two genes. Therefore, an
RB69 44-62 RNAwas synthesized with A residues flanking
the identified sequence. Purified RB69 RegA bound the
specific 32P-labeled RB69 62 RNA in the gel shift assay,
displaying a concentration-dependent mobility shift with an
apparent Kdapp of 437 nM (Fig. 3 and Table 3). The Kdapp
value of SELEX RNAs is between the values of the
biological RB69 44 and RB69 62 RNAs.Discussion
T4 and RB69 RegA repressor proteins have closely
related primary sequences, with molecular modeling pre-
dicting a common structure and conserved RNA-binding
domain that is unique among RNA binding proteins
(Sengupta et al., 2001). To expand our understanding of
the biological role of these RNA-binding proteins, the
SELEX method of in vitro RNA selection was undertaken
with RB69 RegA.
After five rounds of SELEX, the bulk RNA pool clearly
displayed a prominent sequence (Fig. 1). In the very first
RNA SELEX experiment (Tuerk and Gold, 1990), RNA
ligands for T4 DNA polymerase were selected with four
rounds using RNA randomized at eight hairpin loop
positions. T4 RegA required 15 rounds of SELEX to derive
a consensus sequence, and other selections (particularly for
targets that do not normally bind nucleic acids) have
required 20 rounds or more (Morris et al., 1998). However,
for T4 RegA and many other SELEX protocols, a highly
diverse 30+ base random region was used (Gold et al.,
1995). By limiting the randomized region to 14 positions,
we achieved selection efficiency approaching that for T4
DNA polymerase. A shorter randomized region wasjustified for the RB69 RegA selection by the established
observation that the RNA structure is not a component of
RegA binding sites (Brown et al., 1997; Jozwik, 2000;
Szewczak et al., 1991). Further, RB69 RegA-His6 (Allen
and Miller, 1999) immobilized on Ni-NTA agarose was an
effective matrix for partitioning RegA-RNA complexes
from unbound RNA. Nitrocellulose, although widely used
as a partitioning matrix in SELEX (Gold et al., 1995;
Hesselberth et al., 2000), has sufficient RNA-binding
capacity that numerous negative selections and additional
rounds of SELEX are usually required (Hirao et al., 2000).
T4 RegA clearly binds the T4 44 RNA in the absence of
discernable RNA structure. The program MFold (Mathews
et al., 1999) predicts no stable secondary structure in any of
the full-length RB69 RegA-selected, consensus or truncated
RNAs. RB69 RegA, like the T4 protein, recognizes RNA in
a structure-independent manner, and primary sequence is
substantially responsible for RNA recognition and binding
site selection. However, this does not preclude the possi-
bility that RegA proteins bind RNA sequence with a
propensity for the 2V endo conformation (Szewczak et al.,
1991), or that upon binding the RNAs assume a specific,
protein-induced conformation (Weeks, 1997).
Biological RNAs that bind T4 RegA were identified in
translational repression assays and by this approach would
contain an AUG. Frequently, the AUG is adjacent to 5V U
residues or is adjacent to AUUA (Brown et al., 1997; Miller
et al., 1987, 1994). SELEX experiments with T4 RegA
generated a consensus sequence 5V-AAAAUUGUUAU-
GUAA-3V that is primarily AU-rich RNA, with an AUG
adjacent to UAA near the 3V end of the site (Brown et al.,
1997).
RNA protection data indicated that RB69 RegA bound
RB69 RNAs at sites immediately upstream of, but not
including, the AUG start codon (Sengupta et al., 2001).
Independent RNase protection experiments with RB69
RegA (Jozwik, 2000) identified RegA-bound sequences
that do not contain an AUG over 28 (T4 rpbA RNA) and 41
(RB69 regA RNA) nucleotides, although the minimal
binding site size for RB69 RegA is only nine nucleotides.
Therefore, through a different RNA binding mode or by
using RegA protein–protein interactions (Jozwik, 2000),
RB69 RegA binds biological RNAs that lack an AUG.
Our RB69 RegA SELEX experiments revealed a selected
pool of RNA sequences containing repeating (UAA). All
but five of the individual clones sequenced contained the
recurring UAA sequence. Those that had an interrupted
UAA pattern did not bind the purified repressor and
apparently survived through partitioning. Two identical
RNAs that bound RB69 RegA contained a 3V terminal
AUG, while other binding species lacked an AUG. All
sequences showed a propensity for an A-rich tract at the 5V
end of the selected interval (Table 2). The selection and gel
shift results (Figs. 2 and 3) show that RB69 RegA binds
(UAA)2-4 alone, with an affinity that is comparable to both
(UAA)4-AUG3V and 5VAUG-(UAA)3. Together, the T4
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suggest a site comprised of a 5V A-rich tract, followed by an
AU-rich region, and then the variably occurring 3V AUG.
RB69 RegA SELEX RNAs display UAA triplets in the AU-
rich region. As noted above, the consensus T4 SELEX RNA
displayed a UAA triplet immediately 3V of an AUG that,
with an in-frame stop codon, would not be a typical
translation initiation region (Brown et al., 1997).
The available structure coordinates for T4 RegA (Kang et
al., 1995) previously allowed for homology-guided deter-
mination of a space-filling model for the related RB69
RegA protein (Sengupta et al., 2001). In the helix-loop
groove motif involved in RNA binding, residues of the two
proteins are completely conserved; other amino acid differ-
ences between the proteins may play undetermined roles in
RNA binding specificity. Therefore, although the in vitro
selected T4 and RB69 RNA sequences differ, it is not clear
how they interact with the respective RNA binding
domains. The structure of a RegA-RNA complex would
resolve this issue.
Densely coding genomes of T-even type phages have a
high occurrence of juxtaposed stop and start codons of
adjacent genes. Genes on the same transcript are often
translationally coupled; ribosomes translating the 5V gene
reinitiate at the 3V gene (Gold, 1988; Napoli et al., 1981). In
T4, UAA is preferentially used as the translation stop codon
compared to UGA and UAG (frequencies of 0.31, 0.16, and
0.03, respectively; Nakamura et al., 2000). This also appears
to be the case for the annotated, but little studied, RB69
genome deposited in GenBank. The SELEX RNAs for T4
and RB69 RegA have features that are similar to the start
sites of translationally coupled genes. There is a suboptimal,
A-rich Shine-Dalgarno region, a UAA stop codon (usually
occurring between the SD and AUG), and the AUG. RB69
RegA SELEX results suggest that the AU-rich bases that
resemble SD-AUG spacer regions and translation termina-
tion sites of the 5V gene in translationally coupled gene pairs
are important RNA-binding determinants for this protein.
One outcome of SELEX experiments is the ability to
use selected sequences to scan genomes for similar
patterns. When scanned across transcribed regions of
the RB69 genome, the weight matrix of the aligned
RB69 RegA SELEX sequences revealed several sites
located at gene starts, ends or both which share the
pattern evident in selected sequences. For example, the
goF -39.2 junction, 5V-UAAGGAAUAAUAAUG-5V
(respective stop and start codons are underlined) is likely
to be RegA-sensitive. The 44-62 and 45.2-rpbA junctions
are identical over the 4 to +6 interval (Fig. 4B; Ri
values of 14.77 bits and 13.93 bits, respectively), and gel
shift analysis confirmed that RB69 RegA binds the 44-62
sequence (Fig. 3). The translation start and stop signals at
this site were previously confirmed (Yeh et al., 1998).
Although rpbA was inferred not to be coding in phage
RB69 due to sequence divergence and stop codons in the
reading frame (Yeh et al., 1998), the RegA binding siteon this RNA overlaps a TIR-like sequence that shares
many features with translationally coupled genes and is
just 3V of the expressed orf 45.2. In a broader context,
the 44-62-regA gene order is conserved in seven of the
sequenced T4-type phages (http://www.phage.bioc.tulane.
edu/), and the 44-62 junction leaves little spacing in all
of them. Indeed, RegA protein is the most conserved
protein in this cluster of DNA replication proteins,
suggesting that RegA and its upstream targets may have
co-evolved.
Conclusions
We posit the following for the diversity of RegA binding
sites and their relative abundance on phage mRNAs. First,
the absence of RNA structure in RegA sites reflects the
trend for prokaryotic TIRs to be devoid of structure for
efficient ribosome recognition (Gold, 1988). A low occur-
rence of C residues contributes to the absence of structure.
The SD-AUG spacer region is an effective brepression by
occlusionQ site, and these regions, if at genes that are
translationally coupled, often contain the UAA stop codon.
For the latter cases, RegA bound at these sites would serve
to reduce independent translation initiation of the 3V gene.
Ribosomes traversing to the site from the 5V gene could be
affected by RegA bound at the distal junction. By binding
UAA sequences at the 3V ends of coding regions, RegA may
affect the kinetics of ribosome release, in addition to its
recognized effects in repressing at independent translation
starts. In many instances, RegA can be viewed as a simple
translational repressor. However, if RegA bound at UAAs
prevents release factor (RF) from binding the stop codon,
diminished ribosome release may promote reinitiation and
translation of the distal gene for a translationally coupled
gene pair. Enhanced protein synthesis by RegA, from both
phage and host mRNAs, has been noted (Miller et al., 1987,
1994). RB69 RegA may mediate a form of protein-
dependent brecodingQ (Baranov et al., 2002), in that it
may affect ribosomes at the 44-62 clamp loader gene
junction located on the same mRNA and immediately
upstream of regA.Materials and methods
Strains, plasmids, and media
Escherichia coli JM109 and pGEM-T vector were
from Promega Corp. (Madison, WI). pSA1 contains
RB69 regA cloned into the polyhistidine fusion vector
pET21 for expression of RegA69-His6 (Allen and Miller,
1999). regA on pSA1 was sequenced throughout to
confirm the absence of mutations in the gene. Procedures
for growth of bacteria in LB media have been described
(Ausubel et al., 1994). Ni-NTA agarose, Ni-NTA spin
columns, and Qiaprep Miniprep were obtained from
T.R. Dean et al. / Virology 336 (2005) 26–3634Qiagen (Valencia, CA). Ribomax T7 in vitro transcription
system, T4 DNA ligase, Taq DNA polymerase, and
restriction enzymes were obtained from Promega Corp.
and used as recommended. Retrotherm RT was from
Epicentre Technologies (Madison, WI). Ribogreen RNA
Quantitation kit was from Molecular Probes (Eugene,
OR).
RegA proteins
RegA69-His6 C-terminal fusion protein was synthesized
in vitro from pSA1 and immobilized on agarose Ni-NTA
Spin Columns (Qiagen) as described (Allen and Miller,
1999). RB69 RegA was induced in E. coli B containing a
heat-inducible E expression vector (pEC69) with the wild-
type gene, and the protein purified as described (Jozwik,
2000).
SELEX template
A fourteen nucleotide (nt) variable region DNA library,
containing 3  108 unique sequences, was constructed by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using a 5V T7 fixed primer
and a 3V fixed primer that anneal to the SLXN14
oligonucleotide (Gold et al., 1995). The randomized region
was synthesized over argon using proportions of phosphor-
amidites to yield equal amounts of each base at the 14 nt
positions (IDT, Coralville, IA). The 61 nt SLXN14 oligo
was PAGE purified.
SELEX conditions with RegA69-His6
Four initial 50-Al PCR reactions were performed to
generate the initial dsDNA pool (Tuerk, 1994). Each
reaction contained: 0.5 mM each dNTP, 7.5 mM MgCl2,
1.5 U Taq DNA polymerase, Buffer (50 mM KCl, 10
mM Tris–HCl, pH 9.0 at 25 8C, 0.1% Triton X-100), 6
AM each T7 Fixed and 3V Fixed primers, 0.3 AM
SLXN14 template. PCR was performed for 10 cycles at
93 8C 30 s; 55 8C 10 s; and 72 8C 1 min. PCR products
were separated by nondenaturing 8% PAGE, visualized
by ethidium bromide-UV illumination, eluted in 10 mM
Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS, and ethanol
precipitated.
SLXN14 RNA used for selection was generated by in
vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase (Ribomax,
Promega Corp.). Each 25-Al reaction contained 12 pmol
of the initial PCR product or 1/2 of the subsequent RT-
PCR product (6–40 pmol) in 80 mM HEPES-KOH, pH
7.5, 24 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM DTT, 7.5
mM each rNTP and T7 enzyme mix (T7 RNA polymer-
ase, RNase inhibitor, and yeast inorganic pyrophospha-
tase). Reactions were incubated at 37 8C for 2 h.
Following DNase treatment, RNA was phenol-extracted,
precipitated, and suspended in 30 Al RNase-free dH2O.
Transcripts were analyzed using denaturing (8.3 M urea)8% PAGE and concentrations determined by Ribogreen
RNA quantitation (Molecular Probes Inc.).
In vitro translation mixtures containing 1 or 2 pmol of
RegA69-His6 in 200 Al Ni-NTA buffer I (50 mM NaH2PO4,
pH 8.0; 300 mM NaCl; 10 mM imidazole) were applied to
40 Al of Ni-NTA slurry, incubated at 4 8C for 30 min,
followed by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 1 min. To
remove other extract proteins, the slurry was washed twice
with 200 Al Ni-NTA buffer II (50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 8.0;
300 mM NaCl; 20 mM imidazole). Immobilized protein was
then equilibrated 3 times with 200 Al of RNA binding buffer
(20 mM Tris, pH 7.5; 250 mM NaCl; 5 mM MgCl2; 1 mM
h mercaptoethanol). The SLXN14 random RNA pool (100
pmol) in 200 Al RNA binding buffer was denatured at 65 8C
for 5 min and cooled on ice. In negative pre-selections, the
RNAwas applied to 40 Al of Ni-NTAwithout RegA69-His6,
incubated for 10 min at 25 8C, centrifuged at 7000 rpm for 2
min, and the supernatant collected. RNA (40 pmol) was then
applied to 40 Al RegA69-His6 Ni-NTA, incubated, and
centrifuged as above. The slurry was washed 3 times with
200 Al of RNA binding buffer to remove unbound RNAs.
The flow-through and washes for each round were used in
the Ribogreen RNA assay to measure the amount of random
RNA that did not bind to the immobilized RegA69-His6
protein. Selected RNAs were extracted from the slurry with
400 Al 1:1 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2%
SDS, and phenol/CHCl3 followed by centrifugation at
14,000 rpm for 1 min. Extracted RNA was ethanol
precipitated and suspended in dH2O.
Each 50-Al RT-PCR reaction contained 20 Al of RNA
(10–20 pmol) from the previous round of selection, 10
mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2,
0.75 mM MnSO4, 0.2 mM each dNTP, 1 AM 3V Fixed
and T7 Fixed primers, and 5 U Retrotherm RT
(Epicentre Technologies). Primer annealing was done at
50 8C for 5 min, first strand synthesis at 70 8C for 10
min, and PCR for 25 cycles at 93 8C 30 s, 55 8C 10 s,
and 72 8C 1 min. Amplified DNA was visualized by 8%
nondenaturing PAGE to ensure correct product size.
After rounds 1, 2, and 5, RT-PCR products were gel-
purified. DNA was transcribed as above to create the
RNA pool for the next round of selection. Round 5 RT-
PCR product was cloned into pGEM-T. The ligation
mixtures were transformed into JM109 as described
(Ausubel et al., 1994) and insert-containing clones
sequenced.
RNA binding assays and Kdapp determinations
RNA was transcribed from dsDNA made using a
sequence-specific oligo template, 5V T7 promoter primer,
and a 3V primer. PCR conditions to create dsDNA for
transcription were identical to those used in SELEX (see
above). RNA was labeled with [a32P-UTP] via a T7 in
vitro RNA transcription system (Ribomax, Promega
Corp). Each 25-Al reaction contained 10% of PCR, 80
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spermidine, 40 mM DTT, 2.5 mM each rATP, rGTP, and
rCTP, 1 mM rUTP, 50 ACi a32P-UTP, and T7 enzyme
mix (T7 RNA polymerase, RNase inhibitor and yeast
inorganic pyrophosphatase). Reactions were incubated at
37 8C for 2 h. Entire transcription reactions were run on
8% denaturing PAGE, appropriate size bands were
excised, and RNA extracted overnight into ribonuclease-
free water. Following ethanol precipitation, purified RNA
was suspended in 15-Al ribonuclease free water. RNA
(1.5 Al) was mixed into 13 Al of RNA binding buffer
(150 mM NaCl), heated to 70 8C for 3 min, and then
cooled to room temperature over 10 min. Single-point gel
shift assays used 1.5 AM purified RB69 RegA protein
incubated with 115 nM of a32P-UTP-labeled RNA for 20
min at room temperature. For Kdapp determinations,
RB69 RegA from 18 nM to 739 nM was used in a final
binding volume of 15 Al. Binding reactions were placed
at 20 8C for 5 min and then 5 Al of loading dye added.
Samples were run on 12% nondenaturing PAGE in 0.5
TBE for 3 h at 4 8C. Gels were placed on a phosphor
screen, exposed for 30 min, and viewed using a Storm
840 phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics). ImageQuant
software was used to obtain the volume report of labeled
bands and to derive the fraction of RNA shifted. Kdapp
values were obtained from Bjerrum plots of the fraction
of free RNA vs. the log concentration of RB69 RegA
(Carey, 1991). Kdapp was calculated where the fraction
of free (unbound) RNA = 0.5. Values are the average of
two or more separate experiments, with R ranging from
0.95 to 0.99.
Logo and scan analysis
RB69 RegA-selected RNAs and the RB69 genome were
analyzed using Delila program tools (http://www.lecb.
ncifcrf.gov/~toms/delila/delilaprograms.html). Standard
methods for creating logos in a unix-Mac computing
environment were used (Schneider, 1996). To search for
potential RegA binding sites within the RB69 genome, an
information weight matrix, Riw(b,l), was created from the
optimally aligned SELEX sequences (programs makebk,
catal, delila, malign, malin, encode, rseq, dalvec, makelogo,
and ri). From the RB69 genome sequence (GenBank
accession AY303349), 50 bases on each side of the 273
annotated gene start and stop codons were extracted to
create a local database (programs dbinst and delila). The
weight matrix was then used to identify similar sequences
(program scan) in the RB69 database (Schneider, 1997).
Sequences were examined to remove those sites that
contained Cs within the central 13 bases. The threshold
individual information content (Ri) of sites from the scan
was adjusted to only include sequences having greater than
10 bits after each run of the ri program. The 21 sequences
identified (displayed using the program alist) were then
compiled into a separate logo.Acknowledgments
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